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Thursday, 28 September 2017 

‘Tigers of (not so) old’ face the ‘pride of South Australia’ for Flag 

Saturday’s AFL Grand Final pits the two AFL teams with the longest AFL Grand Final 
droughts against each other in a match-up set to break one long-suffering team’s drought – 
and to prolong another. 

So just who are the supporters of the ‘pride of South Australia’ – the Adelaide Crows in their 
first Grand Final since 1998, and the ‘Tigers of old’ – Richmond, a club clearly hoping to 
emulate last year’s Western Bulldogs fairy-tale in their first ever AFL Grand Final. 

The Crows have the edge in total supporter base with 541,000 fans enough to place the club 
fifth for total AFL supporters in 2017. The Crows support is heavily concentrated in their 
home State of South Australia (76.5% of Adelaide supporters). 

Their opponents the Tigers are no slouches with 442,000 supporters around Australia, but 
have one of the AFL’s best conversion rates of supporters to members – ranking fourth and 
converting 16.4% of supporters to members in 2017. 

Of the two clubs, Richmond are clearly adept at attracting younger supporters with 18.2% of 
Richmond supporters under 25 compared to only 12.5% of Adelaide supporters – an 
impressive statistic considering the unsuccessful Richmond teams of recent decades. 

Crows supporters vs Tigers supporters: vital stats 

 
Source: Roy Morgan Single Source (Australia), July 2016-June 2017, n=965. Base: Australians 14+ who support 
Adelaide Crows or Richmond Tigers. 

The age profile of the respective supporter bases underlies why more Adelaide supporters 
(63.5%) watch the AFL on TV than Richmond supporters (59.8%), and also, conversely, why 
more Tigers supporters (11.0%) actually play Australian Football compared to only 6.4% of 
Adelaide supporters. 

The Roy Morgan figures bear out the old axiom that Adelaide is the ‘City of Churches’: a clear 
majority of Adelaide supporters (62.4%) consider themselves religious compared to only 49.6% 
of Richmond supporters. 

  

Key stats Crows supporters Tigers supporters
Home State supporters 76.5% (SA) 65.7% (VIC)

% Watch AFL on TV 63.5% 59.8%

% Watch AFL Women's on TV 19.1% 20.4%

% who play Australian Rules 6.4% 11.0%

Mean Household income $92,300 $115,800

Religious 62.4% 49.6%

Gender breakdown 53.5% men to 46.5% women 57% men to 43% women
Under 25 (18.2%); 25-49 (41.7%); 

50+ (40.1%)
Age breakdown

Under 25 (12.5%); 25-49 (42.7%); 

50+ (44.8%)

http://www.roymorgan.com/
http://www.roymorganonlinestore.com/Browse/Australia/Media.aspx
mailto:melbourne@roymorgan.com
http://www.roymorgan.com/
http://www.roymorgan.com/findings/7345-roy-morgan-afl-supporter-ladder-2017-201709210118
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Gary Morgan, Executive Chairman, Roy Morgan Research, says: 

“Saturday’s AFL Grand Final is a battle of the ‘droughts’. Richmond haven’t been in a Grand 

Final for 35 years – since 1982 when the competition was known as the VFL, and haven’t won 

a Premiership since 1980 whilst Adelaide are looking for their first Premiership since going 

back-to-back in 1998. 

“The bookmakers have installed ladder-leading Adelaide as the favourites to lift the cup on 

Saturday, but Richmond supporters will tell you ‘It’s Tiger time’ after their impressive 

demolition of the AFL’s newest team Greater Western Sydney in last week’s Preliminary Final. 

“In Adelaide’s favour is the club’s perfect record in Grand Finals – winning two out of two, 

whilst Richmond are a true Cinderella story having won only two finals in the past 16 years – 

both over the past few weeks. 

“It’s anyone’s guess who will triumph but as a proud Victorian on Saturday I’ll be cheering for 

the Tigers to Grand Final glory – our family affiliation with Richmond goes back to the 1850s 

when my great grandfather (William Williams) lived in Richmond and in 1857 published one 

of Melbourne’s first suburban newspaper the Collingwood and Richmond Observer.” 

 

For comments or more information about Roy Morgan Research’s sports data, contact: 

Roy Morgan Research -- Enquiries 
Office:  +61 (3) 9224 5309 
askroymorgan.@roymorgan.com 

Related research findings 

View our comprehensive range of AFL supporter profiles, including the Adelaide Crows and the 
Richmond Tigers supporters. 

Compiled with data from Roy Morgan’s Single Source survey (the largest of its kind in the world, with 
50,000 respondents p.a), these ready-made profiles provide a broad understanding of the target 
audience, in terms of demographics, attitudes, activities and media usage in Australia. 

About Roy Morgan Research 

Roy Morgan Research is the largest independent Australian research company, with offices in each state 
of Australia, as well as in Indonesia, the United States and the United Kingdom. A full service research 
organisation specialising in omnibus and syndicated data, Roy Morgan Research has over 70 years’ 
experience in collecting objective, independent information on consumers. 

Margin of Error 

The margin of error to be allowed for in any estimate depends mainly on the number of interviews on 
which it is based. Margin of error gives indications of the likely range within which estimates would be 
95% likely to fall, expressed as the number of percentage points above or below the actual estimate. 
Allowance for design effects (such as stratification and weighting) should be made as appropriate. 

Sample Size Percentage Estimate 

 40%-60% 25% or 75% 10% or 90% 5% or 95% 

5,000 ±1.4 ±1.2 ±0.8 ±0.6 

mailto:melbourne@roymorgan.com
http://www.roymorgan.com/
mailto:askroymorgan.@roymorgan.com
http://www.roymorganonlinestore.com/Browse/Australia/Sport/Sport-Supporters/AFL-Supporters.aspx
http://www.roymorganonlinestore.com/Browse/Australia/Sport/Sport-Supporters/AFL-Supporters/Adelaide-Crows-Supporter-Profile.aspx
http://www.roymorganonlinestore.com/Browse/Australia/Sport/Sport-Supporters/AFL-Supporters/Richmond-Tigers-Supporter-Profile.aspx
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20,000 ±0.7 ±0.6 ±0.4 ±0.3 

50,000 ±0.4 ±0.4 ±0.3 ±0.2 
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